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Orion Publishing Co. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Bonjour Laziness, Corinne
Maier, The runaway surprise bestseller and tongue-in-cheek call to arms for office-workers the
world over to do less if they want to achieve more Picture the scene: The boardroom at French
electricity giant EdF. The subject: 'Motivation'. One of the senior economists piped up: She came to
work, she declared, because she was paid to. The stunned silence lasted a full 15 seconds. The
woman was Corinne Maier and she had dared to voice the unspeakable - we go to work not because
we love it, not because we love organising childcare, and cramming on the Tube for 45 minutes, but
because we have to. This sets the tone for Maier's revolutionary book on getting away with doing as
little as possible at work. Full of practical tips as well as insights into the workings of the modern
company, BONJOUR LAZINESS is as inspirational as it is enlightening. Covering subjects ranging
from getting promoted, to managing in meetings and dealing with colleagues, BONJOUR LAZINESS
is a witty antidote to the rash of American motivational books on the market. It is a call to the office-
workers of the world...
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The best pdf i at any time read. It is one of the most remarkable ebook we have read through. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Reg g ie Str eich-- Reg g ie Str eich

A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily could
possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l
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